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Abstract

Background: There has not been a systematic analysis of factors affecting ethics and regulatory timelines of HIV Vaccine trials and epidemiologic studies in Eastern and Southern Africa. We analyzed regulatory and ethics approval timelines and associated factors for HIV vaccine clinical trials and epidemiologic studies in Kenya, Uganda, Rwanda, South Africa and Zambia using data collected from seven Clinical Research Centers (CRCs) from 2001 to 2015.

Methodology: Staff responsible for regulatory issues at CRCs provided archived data on ethical and regulatory review time-frames which were then validated with the sponsor central database. A semi structured questionnaires was administered to establish qualitative information on perceived factors affecting efficiency of approval processes and potential solutions. Quantitative data analysis was conducted using Excel. Qualitative data were analyzed using an open coding to analyze and elicit general themes.

Findings: Data on submission for 23 clinical trials and 51 epidemiological study protocols were analyzed. Across all seven CRCs it took on average of 178 and 108 days to obtain full authorization to commence clinical trials and epidemiological studies, respectively. These timelines are shorter than the average found in other disease fields in Africa but seem longer than approval timelines in the USA and the EU that are estimated at 15-45 days and 43-75 days, respectively. We found that countries with sequential, rather than parallel, submission procedures had longer review timelines. Clinical trial approval timelines that were longer than 200 days were associated with amendment submissions prior to initial approval and with investigational products that required institutional biosafety committee reviews. Lengthier approval timelines were also associated with epidemiological studies with more invasive procedures.

Conclusion: Strategies to further shorten timelines will need to focus on adoption of parallel approval processes; increase frequency of ethical review meetings and capacity strengthening of ethical review institutions.
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Introduction

Emerging markets in and out of Africa are hosting an increasing number of health research studies that use human subjects. About 40% of clinical trials are currently being conducted in Low and Middle Income Countries (LMIC) in Asia, Latin America and Africa [1]. This has been mainly attributed to the great burden of disease in these countries and also, thus in part, making it comparatively less expensive to conduct these studies in LMICs [2] and the increasing difficulty in finding sufficient numbers of eligible study participants in more developed economies [3].

While conducting health research in Africa is important to the global research community and is beneficial to Africa [1], the efficiency with which these health research studies are conducted in Africa is increasingly becoming an important question because of both the public health cost related to delayed access to health products and increased costs related to longer timelines of health research. These timelines affect the overall efficiency of conducting health research, the overall cost of health research [4] and the productivity of pharmaceutical industries, including vaccine manufacturers [5]. Paradoxically, despite the influence of approval timelines on the efficiency of health research, there has been little systematic evaluation of the timelines of existing ethical and regulatory processes.

Timelines are dependent on numerous factors, such as the complexity of the proposed study, the capacity of regulatory and review bodies, approval policies and procedures, the quality of the submitted proposal and the efficiency of the researcher in responding to internal review boards (IRB) queries. To generate insights into the approval timelines of HIV vaccine clinical trials and epidemiological studies in Africa, the International AIDS Vaccine Initiative (IAVI) conducted a qualitative and quantitative study of regulatory and ethical approval timelines at seven partner clinical research centers (CRCs) that have been conducting HIV vaccine clinical trials and epidemiological studies in Africa since 2001. The research centers are: Project San Francisco (PSF) in Rwanda; Zambia Emory HIV Research Project (ZEHRP) in Zambia; Aurum Institute in South Africa; Kenya AIDS Vaccine Initiative – Institute for Clinical Research (KAVI-ICR) and Kenya Medical Research Institute (KEMRI) – Wellcome Trust Research Programme in Kenya; and Uganda Virus Research Institute-
International AIDS Vaccine Initiative HIV Vaccine Program (UVRI-IAVI) and Medical Research Council/Uganda Virus Research Institute (MRC/UVRI) in Uganda. We present the findings of IAVI’s assessment and discuss them in light of existing literature on the approval timelines for health research in Africa, factors affecting approval timelines and strategies that have contributed to improvements in these timelines.

Methods

The study was based on archival data generated in the course of implementing HIV clinical trials and epidemiological studies at the seven IAVI-sponsored CRCs between 2001 and 2015. Staff responsible for regulatory issues at IAVI partner CRCs provided data on ethical and regulatory review time-frames for past and current clinical trials and observational Studies. They also completed semi structured questionnaires to establish qualitative information on perceived factors affecting efficiency of approval processes and potential solutions. Quantitative data analysis was conducted using Excel. Qualitative data from the questionnaire were analyzed using an open coding to analyze and elicit general themes.

Data collection

Staff in charge of regulatory issues across the seven IAVI partner CRCs provided data on ethical and regulatory review time-frames for past and current clinical trials and observational studies. The questionnaires also included open-ended and semi-structured questions that were used to collect qualitative data on factors affecting approval timelines and potential strategies that can contribute to the shortening of these timelines. Due to specialization of ethics and regulatory functions at individual CRCs, the CRC staff in-charge of the institutional review board (IRB) docket at the CRC was targeted as the main respondent and the CRC directors as co-signatory to the data.

Data analysis

We analyzed secondary data from archives databases at IAVI and CRCs on documented approval timelines for epidemiologic studies and clinical trials. An open-ended and semi-structured questionnaire was sent to the CRC staff in charge of IRB docket to identify factors that affected timelines, trends and potential solutions in increasing efficiency of review timelines. Quantitative data analysis was conducted using Microsoft Excel 2010 software. Approval timelines were computed as the difference in days between the date when a clinical trial or epidemiological study protocol was submitted for review and the date when full authorization to commence the trial or study was granted. Qualitative data on factors that affected length of review were also collected from the questionnaire and was analyzed using an open coding to analyze and create general themes [6].

Results

Approval timelines across clinical research centers

A total of 23 clinical trial protocol submissions were analyzed. This included one submission from Aurum institute, two from ZEHRP, three from MRC/UVRI, five from PSF and 6 each from KAVI-ICR and UVRI-IAVI. Overall, across all the six CRCs (there were no clinical trial data from KEMRI Wellcome Trust Research Programme); it took an average of 178 days to obtain full authorization to commence clinical trials. On average it took 70 days to receive full authorization to commence clinical trials at PSF (126 days if approvals from an affiliated US university institutional review board are considered), 140 days at MRC/UVRI, 186 days at Aurum institute, 204 days at UVRI-IAVI, 212 days at KAVI-ICR and 284 days at ZEHRP (Figure 1).

Fifty-one epidemiological study protocol submissions were analyzed. This number was made up of two submissions at Aurum Institute, six at KEMRI-Wellcome Trust Research Programme, six at UVRI-IAVI, seven at ZEHRP, eight at PSF, 10 at MRC/UVRI and 12 at KAVI. Across all the seven CRCs, full approval to commence epidemiological studies was obtained after 108 days. On average approval of protocol submissions took 59, 87, 90, 107, 111, 123 and 213 days at PSF, MRC-UVRI, ZEHRP, KAVI-ICR, UVRI-IAVI, Aurum Institute and –KEMRI Wellcome Trust Research Programme, respectively (Figure 2).

Comparison of approval timelines of specific clinical trials and epidemiological studies across CRCs

A detailed comparison of specific HIV vaccine clinical trials across individual CRCs and countries is presented in. While not all clinical trials were conducted in all six CRCs, it is worth noting that approval trials for clinical trials conducted at PSF are shorter compared to approval timelines for the same trials conducted in other CRCs. For instance, full approval for clinical trial HIV-V-004/J&J_I was obtained in 48 days at PSF while approval for the same clinical trial at UVRI-IAVI took 121 days. In another instance, full approval for clinical trial

Figure 1: Average approval timelines for regulatory and ethics review for clinical trial protocols at PSF, ZEHRP, Aurum Institute, MRC-UVRI, UVRI-IAVI and KAVI-ICR.
IAVI_B003_I was granted after 66 days at PSF yet approval for the same trial at Aurum Institute and KAVI-ICR took 186 and 208 days respectively. Similar evidence of shorter approval timelines at PSF compared to other CRCs is demonstrated by data relating to clinical trials IAVI_S001_I and IAVI_V001_I (Figure 3).

Similarly, to the data on clinical trials, a detailed comparison of specific epidemiological studies across the seven CRCs suggests that approval timelines are generally shorter at PSF compared to other CRCs. For instance, while approval for comparison of approval timelines for Protocol L epidemiological study at PSF was granted 38 days after protocol submission, approval for the same study conducted at KAVI-ICR and MRC/UVRI took 188 and 393 days respectively. Similar evidence of shorter approval timelines at PSF compared to other CRCs is demonstrated by data relating to protocol D and G epidemiological studies (Figure 4).

**Temporal trends in approval timelines**

Assessment of temporal trends in approval timelines of regulatory and ethical review of clinical trial protocols in the six CRCs suggests that approval timelines have lengthened at some CRCs such as ZEHRP and KAVI-ICR; shortened at other CRCs such as MRC-UVRI; and remained relatively unchanged at other CRCs such as PSF (Figure 5).

Temporal trend analysis of approval timelines of ethical and regulatory review for HIV epidemiological studies seem to suggest that, taking data from all CRCs together, approval timelines have lengthened between 2001 and 2015. Similarly, to the data on clinical trials, CRC-specific trends suggest that approval timelines for epidemiological studies have lengthened at some CRCs such as UVRI-IAVI, MRC/UVRI, KAVI-ICR and KEMRI-Wellcome Trust Research Programme while they have shortened at other CRCs such as PSF (Figure 6).

**Qualitative feedback on temporal trends in approval timelines**

Qualitative responses submitted by CRCs as to whether approval timelines for regulatory and ethical approval processes for clinical trials and epidemiological studies have reduced over time were mixed and varied by country. Despite data showing increase in review timelines, the majority of respondents felt like overall review timelines have improved. Earlier studies may have been less complex than later studies and they cautioned comparing review timelines across all clinical trials, epidemiologic and target cohorts as the same.
Overall, factors that contributed to trend in reduction of review timelines (at least according to CRC directors and persons in charge of the IRB docket at these CRCs), included the consolidation of two or more review institutions into one and thus the reduction of the number of review steps that must be fulfilled prior to approval being granted. For instance, this factor was cited by respondents for KEMRI-Welcome Trust Research Programme.

**Figure 4:** Comparison of approval timelines for individual and specific epidemiological study protocols across different CRCs.

**Figure 5:** Temporal trends in the approval timelines for regulatory and ethics review for clinical trial protocols at PSF, ZEHRP, Aurum Institute, MRC-UVRI, UVRI-IAVI and KAVI-ICR.

**Figure 6:** Temporal trends in the approval timelines for regulatory and ethics review for epidemiological study protocols at PSF, ZEHRP, Aurum Institute, MRC-UVRI, UVRI-IAVI, KEMRI-CGMRC and KAVI-ICR.
“The merger of the scientific steering committee (SSC) and the ethics review committee (ERC) to form the scientific and ethics review committee (SERU) in 2015 has reduced the review period from approximately 4-6 months to about 1-2 months” (KEMRI-Wellcome Trust Research Programme respondent).

Another factor that has been associated with reductions in approval timelines is capacity building of ethics review committees (ERCs) in recruitment of additional staff, training of personnel and provision of allowances to ERC staff. This factor was cited by respondents at MRC/UVRI and UVRI-IAVI:

“The ethics committees are more staffed and meet more regularly. The committee members have also had relevant support from UVRI in terms of allowances. Training of members has also been part of the improvement process” (MRC/UVRI respondent).

“The Institutional Review Committee (IRC) and regulatory are now more experienced and are less burdened because more review boards members have come on board” (UVRI-IAVI respondent).

The provision of standardized protocol submission formats and standard operating manuals (SOPs) that facilitate the submission of complete protocols for review has also been mentioned as a factor that has contributed to a reduction in approval timelines. This factor was mentioned by respondents from ZEHRP and Aurum Institute:

“...There are standard formats for protocol submission and these have been made available and they enable the applicants to fulfill all the requirements and avoid unnecessary delays due to incomplete submissions...‘ (ZEHRP respondent).

“The ethics committee has provided guidelines and SOPs on submission processes which have helped streamline the application process” (Aurum Institute respondent).

The prescription of limits to approval timelines in guidelines was also submitted as a factor associated with reduction in approval timelines:

“UNZABREC ensures that response is given from the first review by the second week of the following month, i.e., about one month after submission” (ZEHRP respondent).

Qualitative feedback on factors (issues) that need to be addressed to reduce approval timelines of ethical and regulatory review of clinical trial and epidemiological study protocols

Responses from the CRCs suggested that there are several factors (issues) that need to be addressed in order to reduce approval timelines of clinical trials and epidemiological study protocols. One such issue relates to capacity strengthening of review institutions by increasing the number of reviewers especially those with expertise in HIV vaccines:

“Reviewers are part time and usually overwhelmed with the number of studies to review. The Zambian IRB at UNZABREC could benefit from more reviewers. When experts in the research proposed are missing, UNZABREC should feel free to contract reviewers local and international that better understand the field of research proposed” (ZEHRP respondent).

The adoption of parallel rather than sequential approval processes was also submitted as an issue that needs to be addressed in order to reduce approval timelines:

“There are currently no major issues on the structure of the ethical/ regulatory submissions and approvals in Rwanda, except the lack of flexibility to do simultaneous submissions to the existing review bodies. Submissions are required to be performed consecutively as it is outlined in the researchers' guidelines in the health sector” (PSF respondent).

The need for standardized formats for the preparation and submission of protocols was highlighted as an issue that needs to be addressed in order for protocols to be submitted with insufficient information. Further, the need for these standardized formats to be aligned with guidelines provided by ethics committees was mentioned:

“CRCs need to ensure that protocols and relevant participant information sheets and informed consent documents are in alignment with guidelines provided by the ethics committee. Most queries raised are related to insufficient information...” (Aurum Institute respondent).

The need for electronic platforms and databases for the management of the protocol submission and review processes was mentioned by respondents from MRC-UVRI:

“I would like there to be a database managed by regulatory bodies where everyone following up on any submission can check and get to know the status of their submission and how long they should be waiting” (MRC/UVRI respondent).

Discussion

This study is one in a few systematic evaluations of approval timelines of regulatory and ethical review processes for HIV clinical trials and epidemiological studies in Africa. We show that on average it takes 178 days (approximately 6 months) and 108 days (approximately 4 months) to obtain full authorization to commence HIV clinical trials and epidemiological studies respectively. This study suggests that approval timelines for HIV clinical trials in Africa may be shorter than other AIDS clinical trials as suggested by earlier studies. For instance, a survey of approval timelines at 23 research sites that were part of the AIDS Clinical Trials Group (ACTG) that investigated 21 protocols approved between 2004 and 2012 in 12 countries in Africa, Asia, South America and the Caribbean reported that approval timelines had an average of 17.84 months and ranged from 3 to 37 months [7].

However, comparison of approval timelines for HIV vaccine clinical trials to other vaccines such as TB vaccine trials in Africa suggests that HIV vaccine trials may have longer approval timelines. For instance, Geldenhuys et al. quantified the time taken to achieve ethical and regulatory approval of TB vaccine trials at the South African Tuberculosis Vaccine Initiative (SATVI) and found that the median approval time for protocols submitted to the Medicines Control Council (MCC) and the University of Cape Town (UCT) Faculty of Health Sciences Human Research Ethics Committee (HREC) was 122 and 60 days, respectively [8]. These findings suggest that TB vaccine clinical trials in South Africa experience shorter approval timelines compared to HIV vaccine trials in Eastern Africa and Zambia.

In comparison to more developed economies; we found that approval timelines for HIV clinical trials in Africa are longer. For instance, while it takes 178 days to secure approval for HIV clinical trials in Africa, approval timelines for clinical trials in general (i.e., clinical trials of vaccines as well as other classes of pharmaceutical products) in the USA and the EU are estimated at 15–45 days and 43–75 days, respectively [9-12].

Our study also revealed that approval time-lines vary significantly by country and can range from 70 days in Rwanda to 284 days on
Zambia. Further, our analysis reveals that there are differences in approval timelines in different research centers even in cases where the research centers are conducting the same HIV vaccine clinical trial. The existence of significant variations in approval timelines across countries and clinical research centers has been observed by earlier studies. In the study of approval timelines for TB vaccine clinical trials, Geldenhuys et al. found that there were variations in approval timelines of ethical and regulatory review processes across research centers and even in the case where protocols were submitted by different research centers to the same review organization. In the study by Geldenhuys et al., there was up to a five-fold variation in approval times across 16 protocols submitted to Medicines Control Council in South Africa for TB vaccine trials. Nonetheless, according to Geldenhuys et al., variations and thus unpredictability of approval process, regardless of the cause, makes planning difficult for researchers and creates anxiety among sponsors/ funders of vaccine trials [8]. Particularly in multi centre studies.

Our analysis of temporal trends in approval timelines for HIV vaccine clinical trials suggests that, in general and taking all CRCs together and without taking into account study differences, there is no evidence of a change in approval timelines between 2001 and 2015. This finding is in line with the study approval timelines of TB vaccine clinical trials conducted by Geldenhuys et al. In that study by Geldenhuys et al. [8] which investigated trials initiated between 2004 and 2012, it was reported that there was no significant difference in approval time by year of submission – an observation that seems to suggest that there may be no evidence of a change in the timelines of ethical and regulatory approval processes related to TB vaccine trials in South Africa over the study period. Interpretation of these findings on temporal trends in approval timelines needs to be done with caution considering that approval timelines may be affected by many factors at play in different countries at different time points that may explain the observation that there was no significant difference in approval time by year of submission. These factors include: financial and human resources available to review boards in different countries at different time points [13,14]; capacity building structures of RECs in different countries [7] and complexity of study protocols submitted for ethical and regulatory review. In light of these factors and the fact that the analysis of temporal trends presented by our study and that by Geldenhuys et al. [8] does not account for these potentially confounding factors, the interpretation of these findings from the analysis of temporal trends should be done with caution.

Similarly, detailed comparison of specific HIV vaccine clinical trials across individual CRCs and countries revealed that approval trials for clinical trials conducted at PSF are shorter compared to approval timelines for the same trials conducted in other CRCs. These salient differences strongly suggest that assessment of approval timelines for HIV vaccine trials should be granular and take account of country specific factors. Our analysis of approval timelines in the different CRCs and countries suggest that countries with sequential, rather than parallel, submission procedures had longer approval timelines (with the exception of Rwanda). Further, clinical trial approval timelines that were longer than 200 days were associated with amendment submissions prior to initial approval, investigational products that required institutional biosafety committee review or factors that are peculiar to individual studies such as the loss of protocol amendments during the review process. Lengthier reviews were also associated with epidemiological studies with more invasive procedures.

The respondents in this study submitted several factors that affect ethical and regulatory approval timelines. For instance, the influence of building capacity of ERCs on approval timelines that was highlighted by one of the CRCs investigated here has also been described in African countries [7] as well as in other countries such as Turkey [15] and Pakistan [16]. Several strategies that can contribute to reductions in approval timelines were suggested by the CRCs investigated in this study. These strategies included: the use of electronic platforms and databases for the management of the protocol submission and review processes; adoption of parallel rather than sequential approval processes; capacity building of review institutions in terms of the need for more reviewers especially those with expertise in HIV vaccines; adoption of standardized formats for the preparation and submission of protocols; and the prescription of limits to approval timelines in legislation and/or guidelines used by review organizations.

There is some evidence in literature that these strategies can indeed contribute to reductions in approval timelines. For instance, the use of information technology (IT) to develop web-based platforms for ethical and regulatory process management has been shown to reduce approval timelines. Independent assessment of the Research for Health and Innovation Organizer (Rhinno) Ethics – a web-based platform that automates the entire life cycle of ethical and regulatory review processes [17] revealed that, on the basis of feedback from the early adopters of the platform, the use of the platform has resulted in a 57% reduction in approval timelines for REC that had been using the platform for more than 2 years. This observation suggests that the use of IT is a plausible strategy to improve approval timelines. The electronic platform has also enabled standardization of formats for the preparation of submission of protocols. This may be particularly important considering that a majority of the queries raised by review institutions were due to either missing or insufficient information in the submitted protocols – a problem that can be addressed by the use of standard templates for protocol submission that make it mandatory for applicants to submit all required information and avoid unnecessary delays due to incomplete submissions.

The adoption of parallel rather than sequential approval processes has also been shown in literature to be associated with reduction in approval timelines [18]. In this light, adoption of parallel approval processes is a promising strategy for the reduction of approval timelines in Africa.

While the prescription of the limits to approval timelines in legislation and/or guidelines used by review organizations was submitted as a strategy that can reduce approval timelines, literature on this suggests otherwise. In Africa, the Pharmacy and Poisons Board of Kenya, for instance, prescribes that decisions on applications to conduct clinical trials should be given within 30 days of application [19]. In Nigeria, institutional health research ethics committees have to communicate decisions on clinical trial applications within 3 months of receipt of applications [20]. We did not find any evidence on the impact of these guidelines on the ethical and regulatory approval timelines in Kenya and Nigeria. Outside Africa, the prescription of limits to approval timelines has been applied in the EU. The EU adopted the Clinical Trials Directive (EUCTD) in 2001 in a bid to improve the clinical research process [21]. The directive aimed to streamline approval process for all clinical trials by defining the role of central and local research ethics committees, allowing parallel and not sequential submission of protocols to several review institutions and outlining that these institutions provide decisions on submitted protocols within 60 days. An analysis of the impact of this directive revealed that there was no significant difference in approval times between EUCTD compliant research centers and centers following local legislation [8].
These findings from literature, coupled by the observation that approval timelines are longest in Zambia (284 days on average) yet approval time limits have been prescribed in the guidelines used by Zambia’s ethics review committee strongly suggest that the prescription of approval limits in legislation or guidelines is not a panacea and an effective strategy to reduce approval timelines in Africa.

Limitations of the study

This study focused on HIV Vaccine timelines sponsored by IAVI. While IAVI sponsored studies represent one of the longest and largest HIV vaccine and epidemiologic research in Eastern and Southern Africa, it does not represent the timelines for other HIV clinical trial networks. The qualitative analysis on factors affecting timelines and areas of improvement focused on the researchers’ perspectives only and did not include perspectives from regulators and ethics review committees. This study did not also collect comparative country data on other confounding factors such as number or quality of human resources in regulatory bodies or ethics committees that could moderate and explain differences in review timelines.

Conclusion

Approval timelines for IAVI HIV vaccine clinical trials and epidemiological studies in Eastern and Southern Africa average at 178 and 108 days respectively. Approval timelines for HIV vaccine clinical trials are shorter than the average found for AIDS clinical trials in Africa but seem longer than approval timelines for clinical trials in other regions such as the USA and the European Union. While approval timelines in Africa vary across countries and are multifactorial, countries with sequential, rather than parallel, submission procedures tended to have longer review timelines. Other key factors affecting review timeline included delays associated with amendment submissions prior to initial approval, investigational products that required institutional biosafety committee review or novelty of a product or procedures.

This study recommends that, in order to realize reduced approval timelines in Africa, there is need to adopt and enhance the use of electronic platforms and databases for the management of the protocol submission and review processes; implement parallel rather than sequential ethical approval processes; build capacity of review institutions in terms of the number and HIV vaccine-related expertise of reviewers.
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